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1. Introduction. A long-standing problem of quantum field theory 
is to prove the existence of solutions to the field equations for realistic 
physical models. The model we consider is that of a self-interacting 
boson field in two-dimensional space-time with self-interaction given 
by an arbitrary semibounded polynomial in the field. The hamiltonian 
supplied by the physics is given formally in terms of the field 4> as the 
sum of a free term and an interaction term : 

H = Ho + Hi S — J :(4,l + 4>] + m£)\i% + j :P(4>(x)):dx. 

Here m>0 is the bare mass of the boson, P(y) = b2ny
2n+b2n-iy2n~1 

+ • • •+ bo is a polynomial with 62n>0, and the colons represent the 
operation of Wick or normal ordering (defined below). 

The corresponding classical field equation is 

(1) <t>tt - 4>*x + m^4> + Pf{<t>) = 0 

where (classically) 4> is a real-valued function of x and t. In quantum 
field theory, <£ is a distribution in x and t whose values are operators 
in some Hubert space; we seek such a solution 4> of (1). 

The natural Hubert space for noninteracting bosons is (momen
tum) Fock space, SF^JC»©*». Here ff° = C, 3* = ! * ( £ ) , and $n 

is the n-iold symmetric tensor product of $l. Thus a vector ^G(F 
is a sequence of w-particle vectors ^ = (SP'o, ^ i , • • • ) where 
^n(pu • • • > Pn) is a symmetric function of n momentum variables. 
The annihilation operator a(k) on # maps SFW into 9:n"'1: 

(a(k)¥)„-i(pi, p2, ' • • ,pn-l) = nU^&nitu ' ' ' ,Pn-l,k). 

The formal adjoint of a(k) is 

(a*(k)V)n+1(ph p2,--, Anhi) = (n + iy2Sd(pn+l - k)*n(pu • • ' , £ . ) 
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